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Abstract—We present a pipelined approach to hardware implementation of the Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm for string matching called P-AC.
By incorporating pipelined processing, the state graph is reduced to a character trie that only contains forward edges. Edge reduction in P-AC
is very impressive and is guaranteed algorithmically. For a signature set with 4434 strings extracted from the Snort rule set, the memory cost
of P-AC is only 21.5 bits/char. The simplicity of the pipeline control plus the availability of 2-port memories allow us to implement two pipelines
sharing the set of lookup tables on the same device. By doing so, the system throughput can be doubled with little overhead. The throughput
of our method is up to 8.8 Gbps when the system is implemented using 550MHz FPGA.
Index Terms—string matching, deterministic finite automaton, pipelined processing, network intrusion detection.
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INTRODUCTION

S

TRING matching has been extensively studied in the

past 30 years. A string Y of length n is a sequence of
YN} be a finite set of
characters c1c2 cn. Let 6 = {Y1, Y2,
strings called keywords or signatures, and let I be an arbitrary
string. The string matching problem is to locate and identify
all substrings of I which are signatures in 6. There have
been renewed interests in hardware-assisted high-speed
string matcher prompted by the evolving applications in
real-time packet processing and network intrusion detection.
Many of the proposed hardware solutions are based on
the well-known Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm [1], where the
system is modeled as a deterministic finite automaton
(DFA). The AC algorithm solves the string matching problem in time linearly proportional to the length of the input
stream. However, the memory requirement is prohibitive in
a straightforward hardware implementation. In this letter,
we present a pipelined processing approach to the implementation of AC algorithm, called P-AC. The control logic
of P-AC is simple and elegant. The memory cost is less than
30% of the best known AC-based methods. Our contributions are twofold. First, edge reduction in the state graph is
guaranteed algorithmically in P-AC. Previously published
AC-based methods are heuristic-based, such as bit-map encoding and path compression [13], bit-slice implementation
[12], categorizing alphabets based on frequency count [5],
and signature set partitioning [6]. Performance of these
methods is sensitive to the size and statistical properties of
the signature set. Second, we present a comprehensive approach to aggregate partial-matches for the processing of
long signatures. We show that by utilizing the timing information of the pipeline, only a small amount of history
information needs to be maintained by the system.
We shall restrict our discussion to the processing of simple strings in this letter. Extensions to handle strings defined by regular expressions will be discussed in a full paper. A brief review of related work is given in Section 2. The
proposed pipelined architecture will be presented in Section
3. Section 4 is the performance evaluation and Section 5 is
the conclusion.
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2 BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
In the basic AC automaton, the system starts from an initial
state, and looks up the transition rule table using the current state and input character to determine the next state.
An entry in the transition rule table is a 3-tuple
E=(u=current state, i=input symbol, v=next state). A matchresult is generated when the system reaches an output state.

Figure 1. State graph for 6 ={apple, past}.

To facilitate discussion, we shall first introduce some
terminology. Figure 1 shows the state graph for a set of two
strings 6={apple, past}. Each node in the state graph represents a distinct string value as shown in the node label. To
improve readability, transitions to the root are excluded.
The input symbol of a transition is equal to the last character of the string represented by the corresponding destination node. A node in the state graph can be assigned a level
number according to the length of the string that it represents. The level number of the root node is equal to zero because its state value corresponds to the empty string. We
denote a node on level 1 as L1 node, and so on. An edge
E=(u, i, v) is called a forward edge if the level number of v is
equal to 1 plus the level number of u. Forward edges are
shown with solid lines in Fig. 1. The remaining edges are
called cross edges, and they are shown in dashed lines.
Tuck et al. [13] proposed a bit-map encoding and path
compression technique to reduce the memory cost of the
transition rule table. Tan and Sherwood [12] proposed to
use bit-split finite state machines (FSMs), where each bitsplit FSM processed one bit of an input byte. The signatures
are divided into groups of 16, such that the partial-match of
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a node can be represented by a bit-vector with 16 bits. Eight
bit-split FSMs are built for each group of 16 signatures.
Hence, the system contains N/2 FSMs. There are practical
difficulties and substantial overheads in implementing a
large number of FSMs in hardware. Dimopoulos et al. [5]
proposed to divide the 256 alphabets into frequent and infrequent characters based on their frequency counts in the signature set. A full state graph is constructed for frequent
characters, where the transition rule table for infrequent
characters is implemented using CAM. Lunteren [6] observed that if the system supported prioritized tabl lookup,
all the edges pointing to a node v on L1 can be replaced by a
single entry (*, i, v) in the transition rule table, where * is a
wildcard. Similarly, all edges pointing to the root are replaced by a single entry (*, *, root). The number of edges can
be further reduced to about 1.5 edges per character by dividing the signature set into multiple groups. But the performance of the partitioning scheme depends largely on the
size and statistical properties of the signature set. Alicherry
et al. [2] used ternary CAM (TCAM) to implement the transition rule table. In their method, state transitions are based
on multiple (typically 2 to 4) input characters. There are two
advantages in using multi-character based transitions. First
the size of the transition rule table is significantly reduced,
and second the throughput can be increased. However, improvements in speed and memory cost are partially offset
by the slower clock rate (maximum 266 MHz) and the
higher cost of TCAM.
There are also proposals based on other techniques, such
as hashing [3, 7, 11], Bloom filters [4, 9, 10], and CAM [11,
14]. A general drawback of these methods is that they can
only handle strings of up to certain length. Long signatures
are divided into multiple segments. Complex auxiliary data
structures [14] and/or hardwired aggregation logic [11] are
required to process the partial-matches. The aggregation
methods in some of the above studies are over-simplified.
For example, in [7, 11] a long signature can only be divided
into 2 segments; in [3] it does not consider the case where a
segment can be the first segment of one signature, and the
middle or last segment of some other signature(s) at the
same time.

3 PIPELINED ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Basic Idea
First we shall consider signatures that are case insensitive.
The processing of case sensitive signatures will be discussed
in Section 3.3. In the basic AC automaton, the longest
matching substring for the current input is represented by
the value of the current state. Suppose the input stream is
appastxyz. The DFA of Fig. 1 will visit nodes <a>, <ap>,
and <app> in the first 3 cycles. In the 4th cycle, the input
character a does not match the input symbol of any forward edges originating from <app>. Hence, the DFA will
follow a cross edge and change to state <pa>.
In the proposed pipelined architecture, a new thread is
initiated to trace along the automaton starting from the current input character in each cycle. By doing so, the system
only needs to store the forward edges in the transition rule
table. There is zero or one active state in each pipeline stage.
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The active state in stage i represents a matching substring of
length i that ends at the last input character. In each cycle,
the input character is sent to all pipeline stages. The local
transition rule table of stage i stores the forward edges
originating from a node on Li to a destination node on Li+1.
Stage i will simply look up its local table using its local active state and the input character, and pass the result to the
next stage. Table 1 shows the active states of the first 8 cycles for the sample input stream appastxyz. Note that the
active state of stage 0 is always equal to <root>. When a
thread cannot proceed further with the current input, it is
terminated. In cycle 4, the thread of stage 3 is terminated
since the input character a does not match any of the forward edges originating from node <app>. But another
thread will pick up the longest matching substring pa
without involving cross edges. A match-result for the string
past will be generated in cycle 7.
Table 1. Active states for the sample input appastxyz.
Active state of pipeline stages
cycle input stage 0 stage 1 stage 2 stage 3 stage 4 stage 5
1
a
<root>
2
p
<root> <a>
3
p
<root> <p>
<ap>
4
a
<root> <p>
<app>
5
s
<root> <a>
<pa>
6
t
<root>
<pas>
7
x
<root>
<past>
8
y
<root>

3.2 Processing of Long Signatures
In general, signatures can be longer than the hardware pipeline. Some refinements to the pipeline are necessary in order
to handle long strings. Assume the pipeline has k+1 stages
numbered from 0 to k, where the last stage is only used to
buffer the search result of stage k1. Strings longer than k
characters are divided into segments of length k, except for
the last segment whose length can be less than k. Consider a
signature set with 4 strings 6 = {and, test, instructions, instrument}. Assume k is equal to 4, there are 7 segmented
strings {nt, and, ions, inst, ruct, rume, test}. Each segment is
assigned a unique segment ID and a Boolean flag L. L is
equal to 1 if the segment is part of a long string. Detection of
a segment with L equals to 1 represents a partial-match of a
long signature. Partial-matches are aggregated by a DFA
constructed using the ID of full-length segments as shown
in Fig. 2. The method of [6] is applied to reduce the number
of cross edges that point to the root and L1 nodes.

Figure 2. DFA for aggregation of partial-matches.
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Organization of the pipeline system is depicted in Fig. 3.
The local transition tables (LT) can be implemented using
hardware hashing. Match-results for strings with no more
than k characters are generated by the pipeline unit directly
(the output paths of the pipeline unit are not shown in the
diagram to enhance readability). For long strings with more
than k characters, the match-result will be generated by the
aggregation unit (AU).
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been shifted down to buffer slot B4. The DFA unit looks up
table TD using the state value <SD> and the segment ID SF
to find the next state <SDSF>. In cycle 16, the segment nt
is detected at stage 2 of the pipeline unit. At this moment,
the state value <SDSF> is stored in buffer slot B2. On receiving the segment ID SA for nt, PM2 sends a lookup request
to the CMT and finds the matched string instrument.
Table 2. Transition rule table for the DFA.
Current state
*

Input
SD

Next state
SD

SD

SE

SDSE

SD

SF

SDSF

SDSE

SC

SDSESC

Matched string

instructions

Table 3. Conditional match table.
State
SDSF

Figure 3. Organization of the pipeline system for k=4.

When the pipeline unit detects a full-length segment, the
corresponding segment ID will be passed to the DFA unit of
the AU if the L bit of the segment is equal to 1. The AU
maintains a buffer (shift register) that stores the previously
aggregated state values. Contents of the buffer are shifted to
the right by one slot in each cycle. When a new segment ID
is received, the state value corresponding to the preceding
segment detected at k cycles ago, if any, will be stored in the
last buffer slot Bk. The DFA unit uses the state value stored
in Bk and the new segment ID to look up the transition rule
table TD to determine the next state. If there is no matching
rule found, the <root> is taken as the default next state. The
lookup result will be shifted into the buffer at the start of
the next cycle. If the pipeline unit detects the last segment of
a long string, where the segment length is less than k, the
segment ID will be passed to the corresponding partialmatch unit (PMi) of the AU. If the state value stored in
buffer Bi is not equal to <root>, PMi sends a lookup request
to the conditional match table (CMT); otherwise PMi will
simply discard the segment ID. Tables 2 and 3 show the
transition rule table for the DFA and the CMT.
Lets consider an example with the input data stream
equals to test instrument . In cycle 5 the last stage of the
pipeline detects the string test. In cycle 10, the pipeline
unit detects the segment inst and passes its segment ID
SD to the AU. The state value <SD> will then be shifted into
B1 at the start of the next cycle. In cycle 14, the pipeline detects the segment rume and sends the segment ID SF to
the AU. At this moment, the state value <SD> would have

Input
SA

Matched string
instrument

In principle the pipeline unit may find a matched segment in each stage at each cycle. As a result, concurrent access to the CMT may be required. When there are multiple
access requests, the requests are queued and served in FIFO
order. However, concurrent access to the CMT are unlikely
to happen except when the signature set contains strings of
different lengths that are composed of sequences of the
same character or some short repetitive patterns, e.g.
aaaaa, aaaaaa, aaaaaaa, and the input stream contains
a long sequence of the letter a. To resolve this problem,
each PM caches the last lookup request to the CMT. If the
new lookup request is the same as the cached request, the
lookup result will be provided by the cache directly.
3.3 Handling Case Sensitive Signatures
We adopt the match and verify strategy to handle case sensitivity. All the signatures and the input data stream are
converted to lower case letters. Case sensitivity is verified
after a matching string has been found. In the ASCII code,
the 5-th bit for a lower case letter is equal to 1, where the 5th bit for an upper case letter is equal to 0. We can modify
the hardware in such a way that the original value of the 5th bit of each byte of input data is extracted and stored in a
bit-vector. There is a control bit associated with the matchresult that indicates whether the matched string is case sensitive or not. If the matched string is case sensitive, the system compares the extracted bit-vector with the corresponding bit-vector of the signature to confirm the match result.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We extract 4434 distinct signatures from the Snort rule set
[8]. The signatures are converted into lower case letters. The
average signature length is about 19 characters, and the total character count is 84015. About 98% of the signatures
have no more than 64 characters.
Our evaluation indicates that better memory efficiency
is obtained when the segment length is in the range of 4 to
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6. For k=4, the number of entries in the lookup tables for the
pipeline unit, the DFA unit, and CMT are 22031, 19289, and
3076, respectively. The width of the state ID for the pipeline
unit and the DFA unit are 15 bits and 14 bits, respectively.
The amount of memory space occupied by the entries of the
lookup tables is 220KB. A performance comparison with 4
other AC-based methods is given in Table 4. The memory
cost of P-AC, BFPM [6], and the TCAM-based method of [2]
are evaluated using the same signature set. When the given
signature set is divided into eight groups in BPFM, the
number of edges per character is about 2.5. With 36-bit
lookup table entries, the memory cost for BFPM is about 90
bits/char. In [2], we assume state transitions are based on 2
input characters per cycle. The hardware cost of bit-split
FSM [12] and split-AC [5] are quoted from [5]. Both bit-split
FSM and split-AC require complex control logic. For the
split-AC method, there can be tradeoff between memory
cost and control logic. The chip area for a FPGA logic cell is
approximately the same as 12 bytes of memory [11]. Hence,
the actual hardware cost for the 2 sets of implementation
parameters shown in Table 4 are more or less the same.

5 CONCLUSION
A pipelined approach for hardware implementation of the
Aho-Corasick algorithm called P-AC is presented. The system maintains multiple threads that traverse the automaton
concurrently. Only forward edges of the state graph need to
be stored in the lookup tables. In contrast to previously
published heuristic-based methods, edge reduction in P-AC
is guaranteed algorithmically. This is an advantage that ensures scalability of the method in handling fast expanding
signature sets of network intrusion detection systems. For a
signature set with 4434 strings extracted from Snort, the
memory cost of P-AC is as low as 21.5 bits/char, which is
less than 30% of the best known AC-based methods. Simplicity and elegance of the pipeline control allows the system to operate at high clock rate. In addition, if 2-port
memories are available, we can implement 2 pipelines on
the same device that share the lookup tables. As a result, the
system throughput can be doubled with little overhead. The
throughput of P-AC is up to 8.8 Gbps when the system is
implemented using 550 MHz FPGA.
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186 bits
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60061 LUTs
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1
1
(slower clk)
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(8 groups)
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90 bits

simple

1
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